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Abstract. Efficient execution on processors with multiple cores requires
the exploitation of parallelism within the processor. For many dense linear algebra codes this, in turn, requires the efficient execution of codes
which operate on relatively small matrices. Efficient implementations of
dense Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines exist (BLAS libraries). However,
calls to BLAS libraries introduce large overheads when they operate on
small matrices. High performance implementations of parallel dense linear algebra codes can be achieved by replacing calls to standard BLAS
libraries with calls to specialized inner kernels which work efficiently on
small data submatrices.
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Introduction

The arrival of multi-core platforms poses a challenge in their programmability.
Medium grain parallelism must be exploited within the processor. For that purpose, several frameworks for dynamic scheduling of tasks in multi-core platforms
have been introduced recently [1–4]. They handle tasks which are scheduled dynamically. These tasks work on data submatrices which are stored as a sequence
of submatrices, typically square blocks. This approach requires efficient operation on small matrices.
1.1

New Data Structures for Parallel Dense Liner Algebra

Matrices have traditionally been stored using canonical storage, either columnmajor or row-major storage. Such storage, however, can suffer from the lack
of locality for certain access patterns. This happens, for instance, when the
Cholesky factorization works on the lower triangular matrix and the matrix
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is stored column-wise (bottom curve in Figure 1). We can also observe that
the performance obtained with the traditional approach, where parallelism is
exploited only within each iteration of the factorization, does not scale well.
Poor performance is also obtained when working on matrices stored using
packed storage. Such format is interesting, however, since it allows for considerable reduction in the amount of space needed to store symmetric and triangular
matrices.
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Fig. 1. Parallel Cholesky: Tiled vs Traditional

For these reasons, a lot of work has been developed in order to introduce new
data formats based on the storage of matrices by blocks [5–12]. For symmetric
and triangular matrices such formats allow for the reduction of the storage space
required while keeping performance similar to full storage [13–16].
The use of these new formats has become commonplace since the appearance of multi-core chips and new programming models which address the new
scenario [1–4]. These frameworks handle tasks which are scheduled dynamically.
In this way different iterations can be overlapped and parallelism is better exploited. These tasks work on data submatrices which are stored as a sequence
of submatrices, typically square blocks.
1.2

Overhead

In search for high performance portability, linear algebra codes call Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). Within BLAS, parameters are checked to enforce
robustness and submatrices are copied in order to improve locality when the
inner kernels are executed. Since they are done for every call, this implies extra
overhead is payed when BLAS are called many times to work on relatively small
matrices.
As an example, consider the Cholesky factorization with Square Blocked
Lower Packed Format (SBPF). Figure 2 illustrates this format. Our code is
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Fig. 2. Square Blocked Lower Packed Format (SBPF).

based on subroutine DPSTRF by F. G. Gustavson, as appears in Fig.10, page
44 in [10].
Figure 3 shows the performance of routines DPOTRF and DPSTRF on an
Intel Itanium 2 running at 1.5 GHz and using Goto’s library [17]. We can observe that as the block size used in routine DPSTRF is smaller its performance
drops. This is due to the overhead introduced by calling BLAS routines multiple
times on smaller matrices instead of having a few calls which work on larger
submatrices.

Fig. 3. Performance of Cholesky factorization for several block sizes using Goto’s library.

In this paper, we show that the use of specialized inner kernels which have
low overhead combined with a framework for dynamic scheduling of tasks can
provide excellent performance.
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2

Specialized inner kernels

The efficiency of the inner kernels is of paramount importance. For this reason
such kernels are usually ad-hoc codes written in assembler for each platform.
Our approach, however, is different. In previous papers [18, 19] we presented
our work on the creation of a Small Matrix Library (SML): a set of routines,
written in Fortran, specialized in the efficient operation on matrices which fit in
the first level cache. The advantage of our method lies in the ability to generate
very efficient inner kernels by means of an optimizing compiler. Working on
regular codes for small matrices, most of the compilers we have used in different
platforms create very efficient inner kernels for regular codes such as the matrixmatrix multiplication.
2.1

Creation of inner kernels

Our approach to the creation of high performance specialized kernels consists
in:
– Profiling: Optimization efforts must be applied to those parts of code which
take up most computation time. In this case, for instance, this means focusing
on the optimization of the matrix-matrix multiplication routine first.
– Specialization: Simplify code to do only what is strictly necessary. Simple
codes are easier to optimize, both automatically and manually.
– Bottom-up creation of data structure: We drive the creation of the structure
from the bottom: the inner kernel fixes the size of the data submatrices [20].
Then the rest of the data structure is produced in conformance. We do this
because the performance of the inner kernel has a dramatic influence in the
overall performance of the algorithm.
2.2

Practical application

Applying this approach to the Cholesky factorization we first create the inner
kernel for the matrix multiplication operation (GEMM). Once the block size
is already fixed we apply the same approach to the other operations (TRSM,
SYRK, and POTRF). We use the resulting routines, which we store within the
SML, as the inner kernels of our general linear algebra codes.
2.3

Low Overhead

When these kernels are called directly from linear algebra codes which store
matrices using non-canonical data structures the overhead is very low. This
happens because there are no costs associated to copying data and checking
certain parameters. Resulting codes can avoid most of the overhead and have
high performance.
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In [16], Herrero shows that the performance obtained from the resulting sequential Cholesky factorization approaches that of a hand-optimized implementation in which most representative parts of the code are written in assembly
code (Goto BLAS). In the following sections we show results when our SML is
used in a code parallelized with SMPSs.
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Parallelization of a Cholesky factorization with SMPSs

We needed a flexible way to parallelize our code and overlap different iterations
of the Cholesky factorization. Thus, we have parallelized our code using SMP
Superscalar (SMPSs) [4]. SMPSs is a programming environment for multi-core
chips and Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP) in general. It is based on function
level parallelism. An SMPSs program is a sequential program annotated with
directives which identify functions in the code that are candidates to be run in
parallel. These are called tasks and are treated as the unit of parallel computation. Function (task) annotations include information about the parameters and
their directionality. In this way, the programmer indicates which functions can
be run in parallel and which data they will use.
At execution time SMPSs builds a Task Dependency Graph (TDG) based
on data dependencies. The framework schedules tasks dynamically according to
the TDG which is a directed acyclic graph. More information about SMPSs can
be retrieved from [21].

Cholesky factorization on 32 Intel Itanium 2 @ 1.6GHz
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Fig. 4. Parallel Cholesky: Tiled vs Traditional

Figure 4 shows the performance obtained for different versions of the Cholesky
factorization on a machine with 16 dual core Intel Itanium 2 processors with a
total of 32 cores. Each core runs at 1.6 GHz and can perform four floating point
operations per cycle. Thus, the theoretical peak for the machine is 204.8 GFlops.
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Our Cholesky factorization uses SMPSs on matrices stored as contiguous
square blocks with data stored row-wise within those blocks. We have used routine DPOTRF in version 9.1 of Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) as a representative of the traditional way to parallelize linear algebra codes in which matrices
are stored using canonical format and iterations are not overlapped.
We can observe that the parallelization with SMPSs was very effective. This
is mainly due to the possibility to overlap different iterations of the Cholesky
factorization, which helps in keeping the cores busy, together with the improved
locality of the block storage. Note that this code does not suffer any performance
drop when working neither on the lower (L) nor the upper (U) submatrix, while
this is often the case in traditional codes which work on canonical storage.
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Results

Figure 5 shows the performance obtained on 32 Itanium 2 cores running at 1.6
GHz for the dense Cholesky factorization parallelized using SMPSs where the
matrix is stored by blocks. Each curve shows the performance obtained when
the underlying BLAS library used was either Intel’s MKL or our SML. We can
observe that the latter provides larger performance due to the good performance
and lower overhead of our specialized inner kernels.
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Fig. 5. Performance of Cholesky factorization using MKL and SML.

The following two figures show the influence of tile size (TS) for different
matrix dimensions when MKL (Figure 6) and SML (Figure 7) are used. We can
observe that the behavior is similar in both cases. Small tile sizes can benefit
matrices with dimensions up to around 3000 since they expose more parallelism.
For larger matrix dimensions, however, the overhead of operating with such small
tiles is too large. Then, larger block sizes suffer less overhead while exposing
enough parallelism.
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Fig. 6. Performance of Cholesky factorization per tile size using MKL.

Cholesky factorization on 32 Intel Itanium 2 @ 1.6GHz
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Fig. 7. Performance of Cholesky factorization per tile size using SML.
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The following two figures show the scalability of the factorization of a matrix
of dimension 6000 when MKL (Figure 8) and SML (Figure 9) are used. Again,
results for several tile sizes are presented. We can observe that the behavior
is similar. For this matrix dimension small tile sizes should be avoided for any
number of cores.
There is a trade-off in the tile size. On the one hand, it has to be small enough
to expose parallelism. On the other hand is must be large enough to reduce the
overhead introduced by calling BLAS subroutines repetitively, together with
the extra overhead introduced by the parallel runtime framework for dynamic
scheduling of tasks. The optimal size depends on the matrix dimension and the
number of CPUs.

Cholesky factorization of a 6000 x 6000 matrix
on 32 Intel Itanium 2 @ 1.6GHz
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Fig. 8. Scalability of Cholesky factorization per tile size using MKL.

Cholesky factorization of a 6000 x 6000 matrix
on 32 Intel Itanium 2 @ 1.6GHz
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Fig. 9. Scalability of Cholesky factorization per tile size using SML.
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Conclusions

Our experience with the parallelization of the dense Cholesky factorization with
SMPSs has been greatly rewarding. We found that framework to be very intuitive
and the parallelization could be done very quickly. In addition, the performance
obtained was very good.
The use of non-canonical array layouts suffers the overhead of BLAS routines
since these are called many times to work on relatively small data submatrix.
Specialization of the inner kernels reduces the overhead and exposes simple and
regular codes which a compiler can optimize.
The combination of Square Block Packed format (SBPF) together with the
parallelization with SMPSs and the use of the specialized kernels from our Small
Matrix Library (SML) allows for high performance with reduced storage. An
interesting observation is that this combination can outperform hand-optimized
codes written in assembler.
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